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The provocative and penetrating philosophical classic of science and spirituality-a 
discourse between the revered spiritual leader Krishnamurti and renowned physicist Dr. 
David Bohm, exploring the origin of human conflict and what we can do about the barriers 
that stand in the way of insight and consciousness, now revised and updated with a new 
introduction and added dialogues.

The Ending of Time is a series of important and enlightening dialogues in which Jiddu 
Krishnamurti and Dr. David Bohm-men from vastly different backgrounds in philosophy and 
physics, respectively-debate profound existential questions that illuminate the fundamental 
nature of existence, probing topics such as insight, illusion, awakening, transcendence,  
renewal, morality, the temporal, and the spiritual. Along the way, Krishnamurti and Bohm 
explore a person's relationship to society and offer new insights on human thought, death, 
awakening, self realization, and the problem of the fragmented mind.

The Ending of Time also refers to the wrong turn humanity has taken-a state that they 
argue can be corrected. Though they insist that mankind can change fundamentally, they 
warn that transformation requires going from one's narrow and particular interests toward 
the general, and ultimately moving still deeper into that purity of compassion, love and 
intelligence that originates beyond thought, time, and even emptiness.

This updated edition, edited and revised in clear and engaging language, includes a new 
introduction and a conversation previously published separately which examines "The 
Future of Humanity."

Penetrating dialogues between the great spiritual leader and the renowned physicist shed 
light on fundamental questions of existence.This very important work offers penetrating 
dialogues between the great spiritual leader and the renowned physicist that shed light on 
the fundamental nature of existence. Krishnamurti and David Bohm probe such questions 
as "why has humanity made thought so important in every aspect of life? How does one 
cleanse the mind of the "accumulation of time' and break the "pattern of ego -centered 
activity'?The Ending of Time concludes by referring to the wrong turn humanity has taken, 
but does not see this as something from which there is no escape. There is an insistence 
that mankind can change fundamentally; but this requires going from one's narrow and 
particular interests toward the general, and ultimately moving still deeper into that purity of 
compassion, love and intelligence that originates beyond thought, time, or even emptiness.
Other Books
The Co-creative Meeting, “Co-creative meetings” foster invention and innovation, and 
therefore enable innovative developmental processes in an organizational and inter-
organizational context, including strategy development, product development, human 
resource development, R&D, and trans-organizational projects. This book illustrates the 
difference between productive and innovative organizations and what that difference 
means for meetings taking place in such organizations, both from a conceptual and 
practical point of view. It provides managers, coaches, consultants and other professionals 
whose job it is to organize meetings with clear and action-oriented guidelines for the 
design of “co-creative meetings”, and also shows how to incorporate them through 
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experiential learning.
�����. Krishnamurti J, Bohm D (1985)  The ending of time . Harper, San Francisco 11. de 
Maré P, Piper R, Thompson S (1991) Koinonia—from hate, through  dialogue , to culture in the 
large group. Karnac Books, London 12. Senge P (1990) Team learning ..."
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